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ABSTRACT

Having been discussed for more than 90 years, the origin of
the Taipei Basin remains fraught with uncertainties and
controversies. Here we integrate available tectonic and geologic
information to explore a mechanism for its origin and to establish
a chronicle for its evolution. We also compare our results with
previous hypotheses and point out pending problems for future
studies.

The Taipei Basin is floored with deformed Tertiary strata
and filled with flat-lying Quaternary alluvio-lacustrine sediments.
Because the basement rocks are similar to the deformed Tertiary
strata of the neighboring mountain ranges, the Basin area must
have been likewise raised during the Pliocene-Pleistocene
orogeny. The orogeny, caused by collision between the Luzon
Arc and the China continent, was terminated in late Quaternary
time as a result of flipping of subduction polarity beneath
northeastern Taiwan. Afterwards the mountainranges have been
collapsing in response to post-orogenic extension, andthe frontal
part subsided as the half-graben Taipei Basin.

Prior to the collision, the Taipei Basin area was located in
the outer China continental shelf, with depositional environments
alternating from coastal to shallow marine. This part of the
continental shelf was deformed as a mountain belt, which was
thrust upon theLinkou area along the Hsingchuang Fault at about
2 Ma. Around 0.8 Ma, the collision terminated and the mountain
range began to collapse. The HsingchuangFault was transformed
into the Shangjiao Fault, and the hangingwall slid down to become
a depression. As the depression began to accumulate sediment
at 0.4 Ma, the Taipei Basin was germinated. Since then the Basin
has been expanding with continued subsidence and sedimentation
and eventually attained its present dimension.

Throughout its depositional history, the Taipei Basin has
been occupied by alluvial fans, fluvial plains, and estuaries, which
have waxed andwaned with the fluctuating sea level. At 0.2 Ma,
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the Basin was dammed up by a lahar derived from the Tatun
volcanoes and turned into a deep freshwater lake. At 30 Ka, the
Tahan River was diverted into the Basin and brought in a large
amount of gravelly sediment to build up basin-wide alluvial fans.
In early Holocene time, the Basin was inundated by marine
incursion and turned into a brackish-water bay, which was then
filled up to its present configuration.
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INTRODUCTION

Asone of themost prominentgeomorphic features in Taiwan, the Taipei Basin has long
been a focus of attention in both naturaland social sciences.Nearly triangular in shape (Figs. 1
and 2), the Basin is bordered with the Western Foothills to the south and east (Pl. 1A), the
Tatun volcanoes to the north (Pl. 1B), and the Linkou Tableland to the west (Pl. 1C). It is
occupied by thefloodplain of theTanshuiRiver,which has been developed intothe largest and
foremost important metropolis ofTaiwan, includingthe capital city Taipei (Pl. 1A).

Figure 1.Geomorphicfeatures of the Taipei Basinand its vicinity.Colorshading image ofDigital Terrain
Model. Geology and symbols shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Geological setting of the Taipei Basin. Note that both Hsingchuang and Chinshan Faults are
overprin ted by ex tensional structures and a rift basin underl ies the Tatun volcanics. Top map
modified from Ho (1986); Section A-A' fromChu et al. (1998).
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Plate 1. Geologicalenvironment of the Taipei Basin.
A. Taipei Basin, Western Foothills, and Hsuehshan Range. (view to the south from Tatunshan)
B. Tatun volcanic area. The volcanic cone in the cen ter is Shamaoshan . (view to southeast from
Tatunshan)

C. Taipei Basin, Shangjiao Fault, and Linkou Tableland. Note the segmented pattern of the Shangjiao
Fault; details shown in Figure 11. (view to south from Tatunshan)

D. Deformed Tertiary strata and overlying Tatun volcanics at Kueizekeng.The recumbent fold at lower
righ t is composed of the Ol igocene Wuchihshan Formation. Height of the scarp is about 50 m.
(Location shown in Figure 2)

E.Chihshingshan, the highest volcano in the Tatunshan area (1120 m). The fault scarp pertains to the
WestChihshingshang Fault (Chen andWu, 1971), one of the normal faults along the Chinshan Fault
(Chu et al., 1998). Note fumaro les on the flank. (view to east from Tatunshan; location shown in
Figure 2)

F.The lateritic topsoiland Quaternary gravel of the LinkouTableland. (Figure at the lower left for scale;
location shown in Figure 2)
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To geologists and geographers, the origin of theTaipeiBasin has been a subject matter of
interest and conjecture. Deguchi (1912) was the first to speculate that theBasin formed by the
collapse of the subsurface vacancy leftby the Tatun volcanic eruptions. Makiyama (1933)
interpreted the Basin to be a drained lake that was dammed up by the pyroclastic deposits at
Kuandu. Tan (1939)proposed that the TaipeiBasin formed by the downfall of hangingwall
along the Shangjiao Fault.WangLee etal (1978)maintained that theBasinwas a mountainous
terrain that was first thrustupon theLinkou Tableland and then slid down into a depression. Lu
et al. (1994) related the development of the Taipei Basin to the continuing bending of the
crescentTaiwan mountain belt. Lee et al. (1999) interpreted the TaipeiBasin as a divergent
faultwedge formed by thesinistraldisplacementalong theHsingchuang Fault.

In view of the arguments posed by previous workers, it appears that the hypotheses of
Deguchi (1912) andMakiyama (1933) are highly speculative for short of rigorous evidence.
Makiyama's dammed-lake hypothesis, though havinggained some support (e.g.,Chen, 1953;
Chang, 1971),was refuted by Tan (1939) and later became discredited (e.g., Lin, 1957;Shiet
al., 1996;Wang Lee etal., 1978). Tan's (1939) tectonic-depression hypothesis that stemmed
froma solidgeological analysis has beenwell received by laterworkers (e.g.,Chen, 1953;Lin,
1957;Wang Lee etal., 1978;Wu, 1987). Wang Lee et al. (1978) modified Tan's hypothesis
and illustrated the geological history of the Taipei Basin with a series of figures, which have
been regarded as a norm in the past 20 years (e.g.,Wu, 1987;Shietal., 1996). Lu etal. (1994)
and Lee etal. (1999) sought for a structural interpretation for theTaipeiBasin in the contextof
regional tectonics butdid not give a clear accountof its geologicalhistory.

In the past15 years,we have been engaged in various topics of research on the tectonics
and geology ofnorthern Taiwan and have participatedin the recentdeep drillingprojects in the
Taipei Basin (Chen and Teng, 1990;Chu etal., 1998;Lee andWang, 1988; Peng etal., 1999;
Teng, 1996, 1997, 1998; Tengand Lee, 1996; Teng etal., 1992, 1999).Based on ourworking
experience,we found that some of thecritical arguments about the geological evolution of the
TaipeiBasinare yet to beresolved. For instance,was theBasin formedby normaldisplacement
along the Shangjiao Fault (Tan, 1939)?Orby wrench activities of theHsingchuang Fault (Lee
et al., 1999)?When the alluvial gravelof the Linkou Tableland was deposited,was theBasin
partof the alluvialplain as alluded to by Tan (1939)? Orwas it amountain range thrust upon the
Tableland (Wang Lee etal., 1978)? Has the Basin ever been dammed as Makiyama (1933)
suggested? We also found that a number of issues crucial to the originof the TaipeiBasin have
notbeenfully expounded.For example,howdid themountains andvolcanoes aroundthe Basin
form? Howdo they relate to each other? What are the mechanisms for faulting and basin
subsidence? Inan attempt to addressthe above questionsand improve ourunderstandingof the
Taipei Basin, we integrated our research results with other information to establish a
comprehensive synthesis. We firstoutline the tectonic and geologic background of theTaipei
Basin and explore a geodynamic mechanism for its formation. We then summarize the
stratigraphicalandstructuraldata toconstructachronologicallyconstrainedmodelofitsevolution.
At the end, we discuss the arguments posed by previous workers and sortout the unsolved
problems forfuture study.

REGIONALBACKGROUND

From the geomorphology pointof view, theTaipeiBasin and its environs can be divided
into 4 parts: theWesternFoothills to the south and east, the Tatun volcanicarea to the north, the
Linkou Tableland to the west,and the Basin enclosed in the center (Figs.1 and 2). TheWestern
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Foothills and conterminousHsuehshanRange are comprised ofnortheast-trending ridges and
valleys with altitude increasing toward the southeast (Pl. 1A). These mountain ranges are
underlain with deformed Tertiary strata stacked in northwest-facing folds and thrust sheets
(Ho,1974,1983).

TheTatun volcanoes consist ofmore than 20 andesitic edifices ofPliocene-Pleistocene
age (Pls.1B and E; Chen and Wu, 1971; Song et al., 2000). The volcanoes sit on top of a
sedimentary basement that crop out in the periphery of the Tatun area (Pl. 1D) and was
attested in the center by drilling (Chen and Wu, 1971). The top of the basementdeepens from
the periphery toward the center,where a riftbasin is believed to underlie the volcanics (section
A-A', Fig. 2;Chen, 1975; Song etal., 2000). TheChinshan Fault cuts acrossthe Tatun volcanic
area and divides the basement into two parts; the deformed Oligocene-Lower Miocene strata
in the southeast and the less deformed Upper Miocene and Pliocene rocks in the northwest
(Ho, 1983; Yen etal., 1984).Despite the obvious thrustoffset in the basement rock, the Fault
does notproduce a continuousrupture throughthe overlying volcanicsbut is associatedwith an
array of normal and strike-slip faults (Pl. 1E; Chen andWu, 1971; Chu etal., 1998;Huang et
al.,1991).

The Linkou Tableland is a heavily dissected terrace 220-250 mhigh (Fig. 1; Pl. 1E). It is
capped with lateritic soil and underlain by flat-lying Pliocene-Pleistocene conglomerates,
sandstones, and mudstones (Pl. 1F). Its northern part is intruded and coveredwith andesitic to
basaltic rocks akinto the Tatun volcanics (Chen, 1989; Hwang and Lo,1986;Tien etal.,1995).
Its eastern edge is a linear scarp affiliatedwith the Shangjiao Fault (Tan, 1939;Chen, 1953;Lin,
1957).

TheTaipeiBasin is flooredwith a deformedTertiary basement and filledwith flat-lying
Quaternary sediments(sectionB-B' in Figure 1). Thebasement rocks, as revealedby boreholes
(Pl. 2A), are lithologically and stratigraphically similar to the folded and faulted strata of the
Western Foothills (Teng et al., 1999;Wang Lee et al., 1978;Wu, 1965). The Quaternary
basin-fill deposits consist of interbedded alluvio-lacustrine gravel, sand, and mud, and some
volcaniclastics (Pls. 2B-F). The depth of thebasement increases from the basin margin toward
its northwest corner (Figs. 3 and 4), where it reaches a depth of 670 m (Chao-Hsia Chen,
personal communication). Thegeometric configuration of theTertiary basementand overlying
sediments shows that the Basin is a half-graben abutting against the Shangjiao Fault (Fig. 4).

Seemingly complex and segmented, the geologyof theTaipeiBasin and its surrounding
area can be better elucidated with reference to regional tectonics.As shown in Figure 5, the
Basin is located inthe northern tip of theTaiwan Mountain belt,whichwas formed by collision
between the Luzon arc and theChina continent in the past 10m.y. (Ho, 1986; Teng, 1990).
The collision deformed the sedimentary sequences of the China continental margin into the
folded and faulted Tertiary strata of the Western Foothills andHsuehshan Range. Judging by
the distribution of these deformedTertiary strata (Fig. 2), themountain belt should have been
larger than the extant mountain ranges and included the entire region east of theChinshan and
Hsingchuang Faults (Ho, 1982). This endorsesWangLee et al's (1978) view that the Taipei
Basin area was part of a risingmountain belt,whichwas thrustupon theLinkou area along the
HsingchuangFault.

To explain that the deformed Tertiary basement is buried beneath theTaipeiBasin (Fig.
4), it is necessary to note that the northeastern Taiwan orogen, (the area eastofWEPin Figure
5) including the TaipeiBasin , has evolved beyond the collisional stage and is in the process of
collapsing (Teng, 1996). This part of the mountain belt went through the collision in Pliocene
and early Pleistocene timebuthas left the collision zone after thesubduction polarity flipped in
late Quaternary time (Suppe, 1984;Teng, 1996). Presently this part is subjected to extension
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associatedwith the southeast-facing Ryukyu Arc system, in contrastwith the restofTaiwan,
which is undergoing compression exerted by the northwest-facing LuzonArc system (Figs. 5
and 6). Before the subduction polarity switched, the Taipei Basin area was probably a hilly
terrain like the frontalpart of the rising orogen in south-centralTaiwan (A-A' ofFigure 6).As
soon as the polarity flipped, the collisionwas terminated, and theRyukyu arc magmatism was
initiated. Themountain belt collapsed in response to extension, and its frontal part subsided as
theTaipei Basin (B-B' of Figure 6).

Plate 2.Corephotos ofthe Tertiary basementand Quaternarysediments,Taipei Basin. (Borehole locations
shown in Figure 3; stratigraphy in Figure 9)
A.Deformed Tertiary basement. Note the inclined sandstone/shale interbeds.
B.Coarse-grained cobbles of the alluvial fan facies.
C.Interlayering pebbles and sands of the fluvial plain facies.
D.Interlayering muds and fine-grained sands of the estuarine facies.
E.Laminated mud of the lacustrine facies.
F.Volcanic brecciaof lahar.
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Figure 4. Facies characteristics
and basin configuration .
Note theinferrednormalfault
in sect ion X-Y and the
exaggerated th ickness of
deep-lake deposits. Facies
characteristics of the lower
partof Borehole D arebased
on unpubl ished data of
Central Geological Survey.
Boreholelocationsshownin
Figure 3; stratigraphy in
Figure 9.

Figure 3. Sediment thickness
and borehole locations.
Contours in m; sections P-
Qand X-Y shown in Figure
4 ; st rat ig raphy of deep
boreholes (solid circles) in
F i g ur e 9 ; u nn ame d
boreholes (open circles)
ex cerp ted fro m Pe ng
(1998).
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Figure 5. Tectonic framework.WEP separates the Taiwan area into the Luzon Arc system in
the southwest and the Ryukyu Arc system in the northeast. TheTaipei Basin is located in
thecollapsing orogenofnortheasternTaiwan andis affiliatedwith theRyukyu Arc.Modified
from Teng and Lee (1996); sectionsA-A' and B-B' shown in Figure 6. Contours in km.
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STRATIGRAPHIC RECORDS

The techonic history outlined above can be traced back to the early Tertiary as recorded
in theOligocene-Miocene strata underlying the Taipei Basin (Fig. 7). These strata, composed
of coastal to shallow-marine sandstones and mudstones withminor coal seams (Chou, 1973,
1980;Ho, 1986;Yu and Teng, 1996;Taietal., 1994),were the sedimentary coverof the pre-
collisional Chinacontinentalmargin (Teng,1992). Intercalatedin these siliciclasticdeposits are
sporadic basaltic volcanics produced bymagmatism associatedwith the stretched continental
lithosphere (Chen,1990; Chung etal.,1995).

Figure 6.Geodynamic configuration.Upperpanel shows that theTaipeiBasin sits onthe frontal
partofthe collapsingorogenwitharcmagmatism inthe north.Before thesubduction polarity
flipped, the orogen underlying the Basinwas partof the rising orogen similar to thatof the
active collision zone shown in the lower panel. EP: Eurasian plate; PSP: Philippine Sea
plate.Modified from Teng and Lee (1996); locations shown in Figure 5.
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The Pliocene-Pleistocene strata of the Linkou Tableland, though not involved in the
deformation, preserve an important sedimentary record of the orogenic history in northern
Taiwan. These strata can be divided into two coeval rock units: the gravel-dominated Linkou
Formation in the east and a sand-and-mud-rich Tananwan Formation in thewest (Pls. 3A-D).
According to Chen and Teng (1990), theLinkou-Tananwan stratawere accumulated in a fan-
delta system lyingin frontof amountain range that occupied the presentTaipeiBasin area (Fig.
8). The presence ofthe mountain range is supported by thelack of Pliocene-LowerPleistocene
deposits in the TaipeiBasin andWestern Foothills (Fig. 7). The sedimentof the Linkou fan-
deltawas derived from theWestern Foothills andHsuehshanRange and was brought in by the
ancientHsintien (Ichikawa, 1929;WangLee, 1969) andKeelung Rivers(Hanai, 1930; Tien et
al., 1995). Since the fan-delta was fed by a point source (Fig. 8), the ancient Keelung and
Hsintien Rivers must have merged as the Paleo-Tanshui River before leaving the mountains
(Chouand Teng, 1999).

Figure 7. Tectono-stratigraphic record. Summarized from publications listed in the text.
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Plate 3. Outcrop exposures of Linkou-Tanawan fan-delta deposits and the Kueishan strata.
A.Gravels of the fan apex facies, the Linkou Formation. Note the horizontal bedding (Bd)
and pebble imbrication(Im). (Location shown in Figure 8)

B.Thick graveland Interlayering sand of the upper fan facies, Linkou Formation. Cliff
height is about 80 m. (Location shown in Figure 8)

C.Gravel and cross-bedded sand of the middle fan facies,Linkou Formation. (Location
shown in Figure 8)

D. Interlayering sand and mud of the lower fan facies,Tananwan Formation. Note the
thin-bedded pebble (Pb) in the upper section. (Location shown in Figure 8)

E. Kueishan strata and Hsingchuang Fault. The nearly vertical Kueishan strata (KC) are
deformed in a duplex and thrust upon the flat-bedded Linkou Gravel (LG).TheKueishan
strata consist of interlayering sandstones and mudstones in the upper deck and of pebble
conglomerates in the lower deck. The thrust marks the surface trace of the Hsingchuang
Fault. (Location shown in Figure 11)

F. Deformed Kueishan strata. Note the nearly vertical bedding,intense fracturing, and
displacement alongminor thrusts. (Location shown in Figure 11)
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Though remaining mostly flat, part of the Linkou-Tananwan strata is tilted by igneous
intrusions in theKuanyinshanarea north of theTableland, where underlyingmarine shales are
exposed (Chen, 1989; Ho, 1969). These tilted strata, collectively termed the Kuanyinshan
Formation by Makiyama (1935), form a coarsening-upward succession ranging frommarine
shales, sandstone/shale interbeds to conglomerates. This coarsening-upward succession is
equivalent to the foreland basin deposits of central and southern Taiwan that record the uplift
historyof thecollisionalorogen(Teng, 1987).Thoughnot fullyexposed,thebase ofKuanyinshan
is, at least, as old as 3 Ma according to magnetostratigraphic analysis (Lee etal., 1995). The
youngest age of Kuanyinshan can be inferred from theLinkou-Tanawan strata, which are
equivalent to themiddle andupper partof theKuanyinshanFormation (Ho, 1969;Chen, 1989).
Tseng etal. (1992) interpreted the top of Tananwan to be 0.7 Ma oryounger on the basis of
palynostratigraphicanalysis. PaleomagneticdataofLee andChou(1995), however, demonstrate
that the red soil atop the Tananwan pertains to the Matuyama epoch, which should not be

Figure 8 . Linkou fan-del ta.
Upperpanel displays facies
pattern; lower panel the
in ferr ed dep osi t ion al
setting. A, B, C, D in the
upper panel ind icate the
locations of photos shown
in Plate 3. Modified from
Chenand Teng (1990)
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younger than 0.7Ma. The disparity can be resolved if the age of red soil is set at about0.8 Ma,
which is consistent with the age of the overlying Kuanyinshan volcanics dated 0.2 to 0.6Ma
(Juang andChen, 1989;Tien etal., 1995).Hence the orogenic uplift in the Taipei Basin area,
as implied by the foreland deposition of theLinkou Tableland,was initiated at about3 Ma and
terminated at around0.8 Ma (Fig. 7).This is generally contemporaneouswith the morphogenic
phaseof thecollisionalorogenyinferred fromotherlines ofevidence (Teng,1990). Nevertheless
mountain building in this area probably did not reach its climax until around 2Ma when the
Linkou gravel beganto accumulate.

Emplacement of andesitic volcanics in theTatun area marks the onset of Ryukyu arc
magmatism and the flippingof subduction polarity (Teng etal., 1992).Fission-track andK-Ar
and dates indicate that the ages of the Tatun volcanics range from 0.8 to 0.2 Ma, with a few
between 1.3-2.8 Ma (Juang and Chen, 1989;Song etal., 2000;Tsao, 1994;Wang andChen,
1990). Owing to the intrinsic analytical uncertainties and the lack of stratigraphic check, the
available dates are not entirely self-consistent and need to be interpreted with caution (Tsao,
1994). Especially those of 1.3-2.8 Ma, which are inferred as volcanisms produced in the late
stage of thecollisionalorogeny (Song etal., 2000;Teng etal., 1992),are reportedfrom isolated
siteswhere the reliability of sampling and reproducibility of experimentaldata require further
scrutiny. However,those 0.8-0.2Madatesarewidespreadand reliable,and areclearly indicative
ofpost-orogenicmagmatisms (Teng etal.,1992).

The onsetof sedimentation in theTaipei Basin implies that the basementhad lowered to
near sea levelso that sediments could fill in.The time of the onset, however, is hard to ascertain,
because the base of the basin deposits is not welldated. Borehole data show that the thickest
as well as the oldest sediment is buried in the northwestern partof theBasin, where a deep
boreholeWG-1 has been drilled (siteD, Fig. 3). Chen etal. (1995)obtained an Ar-Ar age of0.
4Ma froma volcaniclastic layer in the lower part of WG-1, which, however, contradicts with
Wei et al.'s (1998) thermoluminescence age of 0.2 Ma for the sediment beneath (Fig. 9).
Since Chen etal.'s date was obtained fromdetritalhornblende grains, it probably reflects the
age of its source rather than the age of deposition. In the neighboring LZ-1 borehole (site E,
Fig. 3), a correlative vocaniclastic layerwas dated 0.2 MawithK-Ar radiometry (Tsao, 1997),
which is consistentwith the results of thermoluminescence analysis. Nevertheless, the date 0.
2 Ma does not truly reflect the oldest age of the sediment, because the borehole did not reach
the basement.Accepting the thickness estimation ofWang etal. (1995) and extrapolating the
subsidence rate of the upper sediment column, Wei etal (1998) postulated that the bottomof
WG-1 should not be older than 0.3Ma. However, recentdrilling atWG-1 demonstrated that
the sediment thicknessis 670m (Chen,C.H., personal communication),muchthicker than the
450 mproposed by Wang etal. (1995).Hence the age of the basal sedimentmaywellbe as old
as 0.4 Ma following Wei etal.'s (1998)way of extrapolation.

The Taipei Basin sediments include avariety of depositional facies ranging fromalluvial
fan (Pl. 2B), fluvialplain (Pls. 2Cand D), lake (Pl. 2F), to estuary (Peng et al., 1999; Teng et
al., 2000). Thesediment facies exhibit a prominent lateralchange fromalluvial fan-dominated
in the south and east to fluvial and estuarine-dominated in the north andwest (Fig. 4). The
abundance of alluvial fan deposits in the southeastern part of the Basin demonstrates that the
Hsintien andKeelungRivers have beenthe major sediment source throughout the depositional
history (section P-Q, Fig. 4). In the southwestern corner, however, alluvial fan deposits are
rare except in the JingmeiFormation (section X-Y of Figure 4), indicatingthat the TahanRiver
did notcontribute much sediment until Jingmeiwas accumulated.
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The TaipeiBasin sedimentalso exhibitsdistinctvertical facies variations, especially in the
central and northwesternpart (Fig. 4), reflecting environmental changescaused by fluctuating
sea level (Teng et al., 2000).Within the varying facies of basin deposits, three persistent
sediment units stand outconspicuously (Fig. 9). One is the lacustrine deposit of the upper
Banchiao Formation found in most part of the Basin, except near the south and eastmargins
(Fig. 4). It is the only sedimentlayer characterized bywell-developed fine lamination (Pl. 2E),
which usually forms in deep anoxic lakes ofhumid tropical areas. In thenorthwestern corner of
theBasin, the laminatedmud is directly underlain with a volcaniclastic bed (Pl. 2F), which is
lithologically similar to the lahar deposits exposed in the nearby Tatun volcanoes (Chen etal.,
1995;Song and Lo, 1997;Tsao, 1997). Theintimate association of the lacustrinemud and the
lahar strongly suggests that they are genetically related and, thus,indicative of a dammed-lake
event (Teng etal., 1999). This event took place at around 0.2Mawhen the lahar blocked the
effluence of the Tanshui River and theBasin was inundated as a deep freshwater lake (Teng,
1998).

Figure 9. Borehole stratigraphy and depositional events. Location and symbols of boreholes shown in
Figure 4.Modified from Teng et al. (1998); Radiocarbon dates from Liu et al. (1994); K-Ardates from
Chen et al. (1995) and Tsao (1997);Thermoluminescence dates fromWei et al. (1998)
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The second distinctive unit is the alluvial fan gravelof the JingmeiFormation that covers

the entire Basin (Figs. 4 and 9). This layer reflects an unusualperiod of basin-wide alluvial fan
deposition, whichwas previously restricted tothe southeastern part. Inthe southwestern corner
where the Tahan River enters theBasin (Fig. 3), the Jingmeigravel is the only alluvial fan
deposit preserved (section X-Y of Figure 4). The influx of alluvial fan gravels into the
southwestern corner of theBasin is obviously attributed to the TahanRiver,which did not flow
into the Basin until being diverted at about 30 ka (Chen etal., 1990; Chen and Liu, 1991). It
appears believed that the large amountof coarse-grained sediments brought in by the Tahan
River hadresulted in construction ofcomposite alluvial fansover the entireBasin (Teng, 1997).

Another distinctive unit is the estuarine deposit of themiddle Sungshan Formation (Pl.
2D),whichcontains abundant marineto brackish-watermollusks and foraminifers (Tan, 1938;
Huang, 1962). Itswide coverage (Figs. 4 and9) indicates that theBasinwas deeply invaded by
marine transgression and became a brackish-water bay in early Holocene time (Lin, 1957;
Huang,1962).

STRUCTURALEVIDENCE

From the above tectono-stratigraphic analysis, it is clean that the Taipei Basin is a late
Quaternary half-grabenaffiliatedwiththe ShangjiaoNormalFault ( Fig.4).However,asmarked
in previous geological maps (e.g., Ho, 1983, 1986; Huang, 1981), the Taipei Basin and its
surroundingarea ischaracterized bynortheast-trending foldsand thrustsparallel tothe structural
grain ofthe collisionalorogen. Some ofthemajor thrustfaults, likeHsingchuang,Kangjiao, and
Taipei, either cut across the Basin or run through the margin (Fig. 10). These contractional
structures are formed by the northwest-directed tectonic stress of the collisional orogeny
(Angelier etal., 1986, 1990;Ho,1974, 1982).

Figure 10. Structural features.
Sections X-Y and P-Q
shown in Figure 4. Mo-
d ified from Ho (1974 ,
1983); Inferred faults f-
ro m W an g L ee et a l .
(1978).
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Prominent as they are, whether the fold-and-thrust structures are active is questionable.

Taking the Taipei Fault for example, Wu (1978) and Hsu andChang (1979) regarded it active
on the basis of its linearity and distinctfault scarps. However, Ho (1974, 1983) and Wang etal.
(1999), observed that the Fault is covered with upper Quaternary sediments of the Taipei
Basin, inwhich no stratigraphic offset canbe discerned. Other thrust faults, such asChinshan,
Kangjiao, Hsintien, and Chuchih, all fail to demonstrate convincing evidence of Quaternary
contraction (Chen andWu, 1971;Ho, 1974, 1983; Huang,1996;Huang etal., 1991,1994).On
the other hand, late-stagenormaland strike-slip faults are omnipresent,cutting across the fold-
and-thrust structures (Huang et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1994; Lee and Wang, 1988;Lu et al.,
1994). Although Lu etal. (1994) ascribed all the contractional, transcurrent, and extensional
structures to a single episodeofdeformation associatedwith oblique collision, earthquake focal
mechanisms show that the area is dominated by extensionwith little sign of contraction (Lee
and Wang, 1988; Yeh etal., 1991).All these features indicate that the contractional structures
have been deactivated and superimposed by transcurrent and extensional structures (Lee and
Wang, 1988;Teng and Lee, 1996).

From the tectonics point of view (Figs. 5 and 6), the change of structural style from
contractional toextensional is not surprising.As aforementioned, the northeastern Taiwan area
was first subjected to collision in Plioceneand early Pleistocene time andthen incorporated into
theRyukyu subduction zone in the late Quaternary. During the transition from collision to
subduction, the regional stress field has changed fromcompressional through transcurrent to
extensional (Lee andWang, 1988;Teng and Lee, 1996).Under this circumstance, it is almost
inevitable to have the contractional structures formed by early compression overprinted by
later transcurrent and extensional features. Some of the early thrust faultsmay even have been
reactivated into strike-slip or normal faults. This kind of structural inversion has already been
observed in the foundered orogen off northeastern Taiwan,where a series ofPliocene thrust
faults have been transformed intoQuaternary normal and strike-slip faults (Hsiao etal.,1998).

In the onshore area, structural inversion is less obvious but still perceivable. Themost
prominent example is the transformation of the Hsingchuang ThrustFault into the Shangjiao
NormalFault alongthewesternmargin of theTaipei Basin (Figs. 10 and11). The Hsingchuang
Fault is thewesternmost thrust fault in northern Taiwan aswell as the frontal thrust faultof the
collisionalorogen(Chiu,1968;Ho,1982,1983;Ichikawa,1931). Itis characterizedbyasignificant
stratigraphic offsetobservable in the Shantzechiao area southwestof the TaipeiBasin and in
the Kueitzekeng areato the northwest (Fig.11; Chiu, 1968;Tan,1943). Between Shantzechiao
and Kueitzekeng, comparable stratigraphic offsethas also been attested by drilling (Wu, 1965),
but the location of the Fault remains conjectural (Chang, 1971;Chiu, 1968;Ho, 1969, 1983;
Tan, 1943).Our investigations show that the tip of the Faultmay run through the eastern slope
of the Linkou Tableland, where blocks of the tiltedMiocene-Pliocene strata are located (Pls.
3Eand F; Fig. 11). In the past, these deformed strata were thought to underlie the Pleistocene
LinkouFormation(Chiu,1968;Ho,1969;Lin,1963;Tan,1929).However, atsomenewexposures
we found that these strata also overlie the Linkou gravels along a thrust contact (Pl. 3E). In the
Shantzechiao area,similarMiocene-Pliocenerocks are found associated withthe Hsingchuang
Fault and havebeen termed the Kueishan Formation (Tan, 1929)orLingting Formation (Chiu,
1968).ThoughChiu(1968)puttheHsingchuangFaultontopoftheKueishanrocksanddesignated
aLingting Faultbelow,we suspect that the Lingting Faultmergeswith the Hsingchuang Fault
in the subsurface and is the frontalbranch of the Hsingchuang Fault.Hence the surface trace
of theHsingchuang Fault, if defined as the westernmost thrust fault, should be demarcated by
the western edge of the Kueishan Formation and linked with the thrust fault on the eastern
slope of the Linkou Tableland. The fact that the Kueishan rocks are both thrustupon and
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overlain by the Linkou Gravel implies that the Hsingchuang Faultwas activewhen the lower
LinkouGravelwas deposited but later became inactive.

Figure 11.Hsingchuang and Shangjiao Faults. Note that the fault slip data at Shulin and Taishan indicate
an early compression followed by extension, whereas those ofKuandu and Wugu showonly lateral
shear and extension.Geological mapmodified fromHu and Mao (1996), andLin(1981); fault slip from
Chu (1993) and Lee and Wang (1988); shallow seismic surveyfrom (A)Wang and Lee (1997), (B).
Hsieh etal, (1992) and (C)Sinotech (1997)
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After the Hsingchuang Fault was deactivated, the hangingwall of the Fault, originally
higher than theLinkouTableland (Fig. 8),musthave slid down alongthe Shangjiao Fault so as
to be buried deep in the Taipei Basin (Fig. 4). The Shangjiao Fault has long been inferred to
follow the western edge of theTaipeiBasin (Chen, 1953;Tan, 1939;Wu, 1965), and that has
been substantiated by recent seismic surveys and drillings (Hsieh et al., 1992; Lee, C. T.,
unpublished data;Wangand Lee, 1997), albeitwith amore segmentedconfiguration (Fig. 11).
The close association of the Hsingchuang and Shangjiao Faults suggests thatShangjiaowas
transformed from Hsingchuangwith part of the fault surface reactivated (Tan, 1939;Wang
Lee etal., 1978;Wu, 1965). The change of stress field that accompanied theHsingchuang-
Shangjiao transformation is supported by thefault slip analysisin the neighboring area(Fig. 11,
Chu,1993).

Inaddition totheHsingchuang-Shangjiao couplet,structural inversioncanalso beobserved
at the Chinshan Fault of the Tatun area (Fig. 2). The Fault first produced a significant thrust
offset in the Tertiary basement before it was covered by the volcanics, and then transformed
into a zone of strike-slip and normal faults (Chu etal., 1998). During the transformation, the
Tertiary basement may have collapsed into a rift basin (section A-A' in Figure 2).

EVOLUTIONARYHISTORY

Summarizing thetectonic and geologic information(Fig. 7), itis clear that theTaipei Basin
and its surrounding area was part of theChina continental shelf thathad been subsiding and
accumulating sediments throughoutOligocene-Miocenetime. The depositional environments
of this region shifted between coastal to offshore but mostly stayed in the shallow sea (Fig.
12A).

As the collisional orogeny commenced in late Pliocene time, the continental shelfwas
tectonized intomountain ranges, and itssedimentary coverdeformed intoimbricated folds and
thrust sheets.Atabout 2Ma,the collision orogeny reachedthe climax and pushedthe mountain
ranges to thrust over the Linkou and northwest Tatunshan areas along the Chinshan and
Hsingchuang Faults (Fig.12B). The Paleo-TanshuiRiver drained throughthe risingmountain
ranges and laid downtheLinkou fan-delta in front.

When the subduction polarity flipped beneath northeastern Taiwan in lateQuaternary
time,the collisionalorogenyceased, andtheTatun volcanismcommenced.Themountainranges
of the Tatun area collapsed into a rift basin as the Chinshan Fault was reactivated into strike-
slip and normal faults.Atabout 0.8 Ma, deposition of the Linkou fan-delta ceased (Fig. 12C),
implying that the Paleo-Tanshui River no longer supplied sediment. What happened to the
Paleo-Tanshui River remains unknown.We suspect thatitwas diverted northward into the rift
basin of theTatun area, as theway the TahanRiverwas later captured into the Taipei Basin.

From0.8Mato 0.4Ma, volcanism thrivedin theTatun andKuanyinshan areaand built up
piles of andesitic cones. The Hsingchuang ThrustFault in the Taipei areawas reactivated into
the ShangjiaoNormal Fault, and the deserted Linkou fan-delta on the footwall was elevated
into a tableland (Fig.12D). Themountain ranges on the hangingwallsubsided as a depression,
which became a sediment-receiving basin at about 0.4 Ma.

From0.4Ma to the present,the basin haskeptexpanding as subsidenceand sedimentation
continued. The basin has been covered with lluvial fans, fluvialplains, and estuaries, which
havewaxedandwanedwith the fluctuatingsea level.Ataround 0.2Ma, the basinwas inundated
as a lakewhen a lahar derived from the Tatun volcanoes blocked the effluence of the Tanshui
River (Fig. 12E). When the Tahan River was diverted into the Basin at about30Ka, theBasin
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was choked with gravelly sedimentand covered with composite alluvial fans (Fig. 12F). In
early Holocenetime, the basinwasinvaded by marinetransgression and turned intoa brackish-
water bay, which accrued to its maximum at around 6 Ka (Fig. 12G). Continued alluvial
sedimentation eventually filledup the bay andachieved the presentconfigurationof the Taipei
Basin (Fig. 12H).

Figure 12.Evolutionary model.
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Figure 12.Evolutionary model.(continued)
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DISCUSSIONS

Upon completing the synthesis, we found that our interpretations are to various extent
consistent with thoseproposed by previousworkers, butwith significantdisparities.We agree
with Makiyama (1933) that the Basin was once dammed into a lake but do not accept his
inference that the lakewasmanifested withthe estuarine sediments of theHolocene Sungshan
Formation. We endorseTan (1939), Lin (1957), andHuang (1962) thattheBasin has notbeen
isolated from the sea since the earlyHolocene andmaintain that the dammed lake was formed
inmiddle Pleistocene time as indicated by the laminatedmud of theBanchiao Formation (Figs.
9 and 12E). We concur with Tan (1939) that the Taipei Basin is associated with the down-
sliding hangingwall of the Shangjiao Fault but disagree on his interpretation that the Linkou
Gravel is correlatable with the subsurface gravels of the Taipei Basin. We believe that the
subsurface gravels of Taipei are younger than the Linkou gravel (Fig. 7) and supportWang
Lee et al's (1978) view that the Taipei Basin was a mountainous terrain when the Linkou
Gravelwas deposited (Fig. 8). However,we do not think that the Linkou gravelwas a coastal
deposit as proposed byWang Lee (1969) and Wang Lee etal (1978), but interpret it as a fan-
delta (Fig. 8).We disapprove of Lu etal's (1994) inference that the Taipei Basin was formed
by syn-orogenic extension, instead we deemit a post-orogenic product (Fig. 6).

With the above issues resolved, there some questions pending. For instance, we are not
sure if subsidence of the Taipei Basin is directly related with Tatun volcanism as Deguchi
(1912) speculated. In our model, there is no obvious causality between Tatun volcanism and
Taipei Basin subsidence, although both resulted from the lateQuaternary polarity reversal
(Figs. 5 and 6). Nevertheless,we cannot rule out the possibility that the Taipei Basin might
have spasmodically subsided in response to Tatun volcanisms asSong etal (2000) proposed
for the rift basin of the Tatun area.

We also cannot dismiss the role of wrench tectonics in the formation of Taipei Basin as
stressed by Lee et al. (1999). We acknowledge the notion that wrench tectonics may be
importantduring thetransition fromorogenic buildupto orogeniccollapse (Tengand Lee,1996)
and realige the fact that the Shangjiao Fault is associatedwith horizontal slip (Chu, 1993; Lee
andWang, 1988).However we doubt that wrench tectonismwas ever significant, since no
obviousmarkers indicative of strike-slip offset can be recognized.We believe that strike-slip
faultingwas transient anddid not generatemuch displacement. TheTaipeiBasinformedmainly
bynormalfaulting.

Wehave also noted thatWangLee etal. (1978)proposed a numberof scattered faults in
theBasin (Fig. 10) but are not able to evaluate their validity because no relevant information
was published. So far, the borehole informationis too sparse to confirm any intrabasinal faults
(e.g., P-Q of Figure 4), except some inferred fromdrastic stratigraphic changes (e.g.,X-Yof
Figure4).Whetherthe intrabasinalfaults existand havehad anyeffects overthe basinsubsidence
is an open question. Nonetheless, it seems thatthe Shangjiao Fault alone is capable of creating
the half-graben TaipeiBasin (Fig. 4).

Themost dubious part of our model is the northward diversion of the Paleo-Tanshui
River inferred from the abandonmentof theLinkoufan-delta at around 0.8Ma (Fig. 12C).We
believe the Linkou fan-delta was abruptly deserted because the upper fan gravel is directly
cappedwith the topsoilwithoutanyindication of progressivechannel shifts (Pl. 1F).The Paleo-
Tanshui Rivermust have been rapidly diverted in order not to feed sediment to the fan-delta.
Since theRiver could not possibly flowto the highmountains inthe east and south,it could only
be directed to the north into the rift basin of the Tatun area. This implies that a deep river
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channel isburied inthe northwesterncorner oftheTaipeiBasin and beneath theTatun volcanics.
So far, no direct evidence for the buried channel is availale. However, buried channels have
been proposed tounderlie the Tatun volcanicsnorth ofTanshui based ongravity survey (Tzou
andYu, 1987; Yang etal., 1994), and boulders derived from theCentral Range were found
embedded in theTatun volcanics (Tan, 1931;Wang and Chen, 1990). These seem to support
that the Paleo-Tanshui River did flow through theTatun area and part of its sediment was
captured bylater volcaniceruptions. This issueremains to beinvestigated. Theproposed buried
channel in the northwestern TaipeiBasin and the Tatun area can be tested with future drilling.

Limited by the borehole information (Fig. 9), the depositional history of theTaipeiBasin
can only be deciphered rudimentarily with many important issues remaining less than clear.
For instance, the oldest sedimentsof the Taipeibasin,which are crucialin timing the initiation of
basin sedimentation, have notbeen properly dated. The dammed-lake event,which caused a
catastrophic flooding in theBasin, needs to be substantiated withmore stratigraphic data, and
the dimension and development history of the lake remains to be ascertained. The other two
events, the Jingmeialluvial fan and the mid-Sungshan estuary, also require further study to
reveal their detailed histories.Withmore data coming outof recent deepdrillings (e.g., Lin and
Chen, 2000), these issues are likely to be better understood in the near future.

CONCLUSIONS

TheTaipei Basin is located at the northern tip of theTaiwan mountain belt, whichwas
formed by collision between the China continent and the Luzon Arc in Pliocene-Quaternary
time. Prior to the collision, theBasin and its environswere part of the subsiding continental
shelf, whichwas later deformed into a mountain range around 2 Ma. At about 0.8 Ma, the
subductionpolarity flippedin northeasternTaiwanso that the collisionalorogenywasterminated
and themountain range beganto collapse.Ryukyu arc magmatism set in andproducedmassive
andesitic volcanics in the Tatun area. The Hsingchuang Thrust Fault at the west front of the
mountain range was transformed into the ShangjiaoNormalFault, and the mountain range on
the hangingwallslid down into adepression.At about0.4Ma, sedimentbegan to accumulate in
the depression, and the TaipeiBasin germinated. Since then theBasin has kept expanding as
subsidence and sedimentation continued. Throughout its depositionalhistory, the Basin has
been dominated by alluvial fans, fluvial plains, and estuaries, which havewaxed and waned
with the fluctuating sea level. Ataround 0.2 Ma, the Basin was dammed up as a deep fresh-
water lake by a pyroclastic flow from the Tatun volcanoes. As theTahan River was diverted
into theBasin at 30Ka, it brought in a large amount of gravelly sediment that laid down huge
alluvial fans over the entireBasin. In earlyHolocene time, theBasin was inundated by marine
incursion and turned into a brackish-water bay, which was eventually filled up to its present
configuration.
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